Based on their combat achievements, friends and foes alike have singled out the men from the German 1st Parachute Division as the best soldiers in World War II, as they at Eben Emael executed the most successful commando raid of the war; on Crete the most audacious attack; and in Monte Cassino the most dogged defense. A total of 129 Knight’s Crosses were awarded to men from this division – twice as many as any other German division. For the first time a comprehensive book has been written about the fate of this division based on all available sources and with the invaluable aide of veterans from the division. It is a warts-and-all tale, which gives a candid insight not only to the battles from the German perspective, but also to the minds of the men who became the backbone of the division. The book contains more than 500 color and black and white photos, many of which have never been printed before. Furthermore, there are thirty unique maps in color, thirty detailed Orders of Battle, 500 short biographies of the key personnel in the division, and a list of all the division’s Knight’s Cross and the German Cross in Gold winners.

The first volume, Years of Attack, follows the recruitment and training of the Fallschirmjägers and their revolutionary vertical deployment in Scandinavia, Holland, Eben Emael, Corinth and Crete through to two tough tours as elite infantry on the Eastern Front. The second volume, Years of Retreat, follows the division from the battles of El Alamein, Tunisia, Sicily, Monte Cassino, Bologna, Normandy and Brittany to the final chaotic days before the capitulation. The battles are brought to life through nearly 1,000 eyewitness accounts and add new information to all the battles fought by elements of the German 1st Fallschirmjäger Division.
Volume four in the series, this is the first book of its kind to examine the clothing, equipment and accoutrements used by the United States Navy through the early years of World War II. Beginning with the pre-war lineage of U.S. Navy uniforms in the 1920s, this volume chronologically documents Midshipmen’s uniforms, recruit training and issue items including sea bag layouts and hammocks, with over 800 original and contemporary images. Wartime U.S. Navy insignia worn by commissioned officers, warrant officers and chief petty officers is featured with concise descriptions and detailed photographs. Additionally, a complete catalog of enlisted men’s rating badges and distinguishing marks are showcased in brilliant full color with detailed and informative captions. As a bonus, the complete 1941 U.S. Navy Uniform Regulations with all wartime changes and amendments is included on CD-ROM.

Size: 9”x12” • over 800 color/bw images • approx.320 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2583-0 • hard cover • $79.95
Available September

Volume five in the series, this book provides a detailed study of the traditional sack coat, frock coat, and jumper/bellbottom trouser uniforms worn by the American Navy throughout World War II. Additionally, cold weather outfits, khakis, dungarees and working uniforms worn by Seabees, beach battalions and shore parties are highlighted. With over 1,200 previously unpublished contemporary and archival illustrations, documents and reconstructions, this is truly an epic volume. Special focus is devoted to rare and unusual tailor made uniforms featuring “liberty cuffs” and custom embroidery. Original experimental uniforms tested in 1946 are featured for the first time in any reference book. Also included are women’s WAVE, Nurse Corps and Flight Nurse uniforms with heretofore unequaled coverage. As a bonus, the complete 1941 U.S. Navy Uniform Regulations with all wartime changes and amendments is included on CD-ROM.

Size: 9”x12” • over 800 color/bw images • approx.320 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2584-7 • hard cover • $79.95
Available September
Combat Recon
5th Air Force Images from the SW Pacific 1943-45
Robert Stava

From shipping strikes, to strafing runs on airfields, step back in time and into the violent days of World War II in the Southwest Pacific. Based on Fifth Air Force photographer John Stava's collection, and undiscovered until the mid-1990s, captured here is a broad scope of the war in the Southwest Pacific, from mundane and ordinary moments to white-knuckle combat rides. Follow he and his 5th AF colleagues as they traverse the war from the turning point days of early 1943 in New Guinea with the 5th Air Force Advon Lab, to serving in the 17th Recon Bomber Group as a tail gunner in the liberation of the Philippines by spring of 1945.

Size: 9”x12” • over 200 bw images • 144 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2777-3 • hard cover • $39.95
Available August

The German Wehrmacht on all Fronts 1939-1945
Images from Private Photo Albums
Vol.1: Nebelwerfer, Panzer, Flak, Funker, Gebirgsjäger
Dr. Spencer Anthony Coil and Clemens Ellmauthaler

The majority of the images portraying the German armed forces during World War II were shot by closely censored Kriegsberichter (war correspondents), and frequently obfuscated the actual wartime experience for propaganda purposes. In this all new series, one can look back in time and see the war through the untainted lenses of the individual Frontsoldaten, who were daring enough to capture this epic period on film. In addition to fascinating candid photos, is a carefully selected array of studio portraits. The outstanding color gallery has the exclusive privilege of featuring original period uniforms, equipment, and accessories from internationally acclaimed collectors.

Size: 12”x9” • over 700 color/bw images • approx.288 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2783-4 • hard cover • $59.95
Available September

see our website for complete book descriptions, sample pages, specials, and updates - www.schiffermilitary.com
Uniforms & Equipment of the Central Powers in World War I
Volume One: Austria-Hungary & Bulgaria
Dr. Spencer Anthony Coil

Examined in this book in the author's continuing series are the Austro-Hungarian Empire's machinegun, medical, artillery, infantry, cavalry and communication units. Other chapters cover distinguished branches, such as k.u.k. Kriegsmarine (Navy), Seeflieger (Naval Aviation), Generalstab (General Staff) and Beamten (Civil Servants). Also covered are the Bulgarian machinegun, medical, artillery, searchlight, communication and cavalry units. Further chapters cover Bulgarian and other countries medals, orders, and decorations worn by royalty and high ranking command as well by the frontline soldier.

Size: 9"x12" • over 650 color/bw images • approx. 336 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2781-0 • hard cover • $69.95
Available September

Uniforms & Equipment of the Central Powers in World War I
Volume Two: Germany & Ottoman Turkey
Dr. Spencer Anthony Coil

Volume two on the Central Powers examines Imperial German artillery, cavalry, machinegun, medical, transport, and infantry units. Other chapters explore Imperial Germany’s Kriegsmarine (Navy), air service, and Kaiser and generals. Additional chapters cover Pickelhauben (spike helmets), Stahlhelms, Iron Cross recipients, and tropical uniforms. Additional chapters include rare images of Ottoman Turkish armed forces, as well as Eastern European Legions.

Size: 9"x12" • over 650 color/bw images • approx. 336 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2782-7 • hard cover • $69.95
Available September
NEW TITLE IN THE CLASSIC
SPIELBERGER GERMAN ARMOR SERIES

Tigers I and II
and their Variants
Walter J. Spielberger & Hilary L. Doyle

This classic, definitive series continues with this volume on the legendary Tiger series. Spielberger, a leading expert in the field of German military vehicles, and Doyle, who created the scale drawings, present the various Tiger varieties from all sides in this richly illustrated technical documentation. As well as the Tiger I and II, also covered are: Jagdtiger, Elefant, Sturmmörser and other variants. The Tigerfibel is also included in full English translation. Over thirty years of intensive research have culminated in this volume.

Size: 8½”x11” • over 500 bw images • approx. 256 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2780-3 • hard cover • $59.95
Available August

Police Battalions of the Third Reich
Stephen Campbell

The role that the German Police Battalions played in the destruction of the Jews and the Eastern European nationalities that the Third Reich had deemed superfluous or dangerous is little known. Only in the last fifteen years with the opening of the Soviet archives has their role in the deaths of millions become known. The German Police, often aided by local auxiliaries shot at close range over a million people in less than two years. Later in the war the battalions were formed into regiments and absorbed into the SS where they were active in the hunt for partisan bands behind the front lines. In this book you will find a history of each battalion and the men who participated in these actions. Many of these men who survived the war were never tried. Instead they continued their careers in law enforcement with many retiring with pensions from positions of importance.

Size: 8½”x11” • over 120 bw images • approx. 160 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2771-1 • hard cover • $59.95
Available October

see our website for complete book descriptions, sample pages, specials, and updates - www.schiffermilitary.com
Inside this book – the first of its kind devoted solely to Nazi Germany – are quotations from 289 men and five women in the Third Reich. Also included are the “last words” for sixty-nine individuals facing execution for war crimes and crimes against humanity, as well as those falling in combat. Behind their backs, many Nazis referred to their comrades by nicknames or epithets; these also are included here. All 294 men and woman quoted in the work are described in concise biographies. With all quotations documented and footnoted, and many put into historical context, this is an easy to use valuable resource for all students of World War II history, writers and researchers of military, political and Holocaust subjects, and all those interested in the most significant epoch of the 20th century.

Size: 6”x9” • over 100 bw images • approx.432 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2786-5 • hard cover • $29.95

Available September

Project Manhigh took humans to the threshold of space using balloons. In the 1950s, a small band of Air Force doctors were on the cutting edge of the United States’ space research programs. Working at the Aeromedical Field Laboratory at Holloman Air Force Base in southern New Mexico, they used balloons to carry laboratory animals followed by human pilots above 99% of the atmosphere. Drawing upon flight reports and technical data, this book documents Project Manhigh and the high altitude flights that preceded it. The Manhigh flights were, in many ways, prototypes for future space missions. On each of the three flights, the Air Force placed a lone pilot in a sealed capsule nineteen miles above the ground. At such extreme altitudes, the pilots were well within the functional equivalent of outer space and needed the sealed capsule to survive. Manhigh existed prior to the creation of NASA and helped pave the way for human space exploration.

Size: 8 1/2”x11” • over 130 color/bw images • approx.128 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2788-9 • soft cover • $24.95

Available August
Green Hornets
The History of the U.S. Air Force
20th Special Operations Squadron
Wayne Mutza

In this fascinating, detailed account, Wayne Mutza takes a look deep inside this extraordinary, little-known, but very special unit of the U.S. Air Force. Published here for the first time is the colorful history of the men and their helicopters that made their living with the legendary SOG teams of the Army Special Forces. From secret cross-border missions during the Vietnam War to current operations in the Middle East. Also included is a special section of Green Hornet emblems, and detailed lists of every aircraft flown by the 20th Special Operations Squadron.

Size: 8½”x11” • over 200 color/bw images • approx. 176 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2779-7 • hard cover • $49.95

Available September

Debrief
A Complete History of U.S. Aerial Engagements - 1981 to the Present
Craig Brown

Every engagement that has resulted in an official ‘kill’ by all U.S. forces since the end of the Vietnam conflict is chronicled in this book. Not only is this the only complete work on the subject, but almost every one of the fifty-six accounts are told by the pilots involved. These engagements involve F-14s, F-15Cs, F-15Es, F-16s, F/A-18s, and A-10s. Many of these stories have never been told outside of classified reports, and many of the photos have never been previously published. Debrief is the first book from author and former USAF fighter pilot Craig “Quizmo” Brown. The foreword is by USAF Ace and legend BGen Robin Olds.

Size: 8½”x11” • over 160 color/bw images • approx. 224 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2785-8 • hard cover • $49.95

Available October
**Imperial German Field Uniforms and Equipment • 1907-1918**

**Volume Three**

Johan Somers

This third volume in the series further provides the reader with an insight into the wide range of uniforms, weapons and field equipment used by the Imperial German Army during World War I. Using over 600 period photographs and color images from items out of private collections and museums, the author displays a broad range of artifacts to the reader, together with detailed descriptions. Topics covered in this volume include: Landsturm Uniforms and Equipment; Cyclist (Radfahrer) Equipment; Colonial Uniforms in China 1898-1918; Colonial Uniforms (Africa and the Southseas); Colonial Police Uniforms (Africa and the Southseas); Horse Equipment; and many other rare and unusual topics.

Size: 9”x12” • over 600 color/bw images • approx.384 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2778-0 • hard cover • $69.95

Available October

**Herbert Knötel’s German Armies in Color - as Illustrated in his Watercolors & Sketches**

Andrew Woelflein

Herbert Knötel adroitly brings soldiers of every age and every nationality to life with his detailed sketches and masterful watercolors. “Herbert Knötel’s German Armies” includes 137 never-before-published sketches and watercolors of German military figures from the 18th-20th centuries. This unique art, from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection at Brown University and the private collection of Alfred and Roland Umhey, offers vivid insight into one of the 20th century’s most accomplished military artists. A superb biographical essay from Knötel’s only child provides personal context for the artist’s life and brilliant work.

Size: 9”x12” • over 130 color/bw images • approx.144 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2784-1 • hard cover • $49.95

Available September

www.schiffermilitary.com - see our website for complete book descriptions, sample pages, specials, and updates
German Flamethrower Pioneers of World War I

Thomas Wictor

German Flamethrower Pioneers of World War I is the definitive reference on the topic. Lavishly illustrated, its main sources are the history of the flamethrower regiment, written by its former commander; a manual of assault-troop and flamethrower tactics, by a former flamethrower officer; and the death book published by veterans of the flamethrower regiment. Prewar, wartime, and postwar developments are covered, along with detailed descriptions of weapons, tactics, and epic flame battles. New information, such as the combat use of an aircraft-mounted flamethrower, is included. Includes over 300 photographs and illustrations, most previously unpublished.

Size: 8¼”x11” • over 300 bw images • approx.352 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2772-8 • hard cover • $69.95
Available October

Collector’s Guide to Imperial Japanese Handguns 1893-1945

James D. Brown

This volume has been prepared as an inexpensive guide to Japanese military handguns of the first half of the 20th Century. It is intended primarily for the collector who, upon encountering a new specimen, wants information to identify, classify and evaluate it in order to make a decision on its purchase. It will also be useful to dealers in establishing values, and to firearms owners who simply want to know where an individual pistol or its accessories fit in the overall picture of Japanese military collectibles.

Size: 8¼”x11” • over 80 bw images • approx.144 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2787-2 • soft cover • $24.95
Available August

see our website for complete book descriptions, sample pages, specials, and updates - www.schiffermilitary.com
Double Barrel
Norbert Klups

This book presents the Double-barrel gun in 272 beautiful photos and clear informative text that will captivate a hunter’s attention and inspire the sport. The fascination of a traditionally built, double-barreled gun can scarcely fail to attract a passionate hunter. For one thing, there is the perfection of handiwork in making clean-shooting guns, but also the spirit that emanates from these weapons. With the detailed engraving, beautiful grain, checkered stocks, and high finishes of many double-barreled guns, these guns are ideal for hunting or collecting.

Size: 8 1/2”x11” • over 270 color/bw images • 208 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2748-3 • hard cover • $39.95
Available September

The Drilling
Norbert Klups

The Drilling is a triple barreled, shoulder held firearm. As a “combination gun“, the Drilling is comprised of various combinations of shotgun and/or rifle barrels, giving the flexibility of shooting both types of cartridges with a very wide range of caliber from one firearm. Primarily made by small manufacturers, Drillings were offered in a broad range of barrel configurations, combinations, and calibers. Many of these firearms were custom made and are highly decorated through detailed engraving, stock carving and customized metal work. This book is an essential reference and looks at both older and contemporary Drillings and offers instructions on their use.

Size: 8 1/2”x11” • over 270 color/bw images • 232 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2749-0 • hard cover • $49.95
Available September

The Bow Builder’s Book
European Bow Building from the Stone Age to Today

Experienced bow builders and practical archaeologists describe the history, evolution and construction of European style longbows in this new and engaging book. For the beginner, clear, uncomplicated instructions are offered, including descriptions of construction techniques, tools, materials, and shooting styles. For more advanced bowyers there are tips on choosing wood and adhesive, and explanations of the evolution/adaptation of bow design, including precise dimensions for replicating special historic bow types, from Stone Age bows to modern laminated longbows. This book also offers comprehensive instructions on how to properly test your newly built longbow and constructing arrows.

Size: 8 1/2”x11” • over over 320 color/bw images • 232 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2789-6 • hard cover • $34.95
Available September
The Heritage of English Knives
David Hayden-Wright

This is the preeminent reference on antique English knives, written by one of Great Britain's most respected 20th century authorities on weaponry. The text contains much previously unknown historical information about cutlers and their art. Chapters and over 300 color photographs and hand-drawn illustrations cover the earliest history of Sheffield, England, a directory of 19th century cutlers' names, and many groups and types of knives, from the most humble penknife to magnificent exhibition pieces. The history of the famous American designed Bowie knife, manufactured extensively in Sheffield, is explained and amply illustrated. Discussions present multi-bladed sportsmen's pocket knives, farrier's, smoker's, quill knives, curiosities, and actual knives presented to King George IV in 1821.

Size: 9"x12" • over 300 color/bw images • 336 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2693-6 • hard cover • $95.00
Available September

Lexington to Concord
The Road to Independence in Postcards
Mary L. Martin & E. Ashley Rooney

The Battle Road in Massachusetts is perhaps the most historic few miles in early American history. At Lexington, soon after Paul Revere and his cohorts roused the village from sleep, a trigger was pulled on the Lexington Common and that shot was heard round the world. The American War for Independence had begun. Eight dead Americans were left on the green as the British marched on to Concord and the battle at the bridge. These events and many others are retraced in this wonderful new book. Using antique postcards, the authors tell the Revolutionary War story and the rest of the history of the Lexington-Concord region.

Size: 11"x8 1/2" • over 300 vintage postcard images • 128 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2698-1 • soft cover • $24.95
Available September

Modern Sports Helmets
Their History, Science, and Art
James A. Newman, Ph.D.

This wonderful new survey follows the evolution of the sports helmet from early military and aviation uses, through early motorcycle and auto racing, and to modern helmets used in a wide variety of sports today. The science of helmet design and manufacture is covered before moving into the art of the helmet. Helmets for six major sports are extensively covered: auto and motorcycle racing, bicycling, equestrian activities, skiing, football, and ice hockey. Some lesser known sports and their helmets are also included to give a fascinating and complete panorama of the field. The design innovations, both for safety and appearance, the colors, and the fascinating history will engage the reader, while nearly 600 color images will please even the most particular sports fan.

Size: 11"x8 1/2" • over 580 color images • 256 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-7643-2718-6 • hard cover • $49.95
Available September

see our website for complete book descriptions, sample pages, specials, and updates - www.schiffermilitary.com
The 1st Fallschirmjäger-Division was formed from 7th Flieger-Division in April 1943 and was sent to Avignon, France, as a reserve force for rest and refitting. Put down and lasting for six hours. I doubt if there are any other troops in the world who could have stood up to it and then gone on fighting with the ferocity they have. Chris Ellis - 7th Flieger Division: Student's Fallschirmjäger Elite William Fowler - The Secret war in Italy: Special forces, partisans and covert operations 1943-45 James Lucas - Storming Eagles: German Airborne forces in World War II Gordon Williamson & Thomas McGuirl - German military cuffbands 1784-present Unit insignia illustration courtesy of Wikimedia.